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Chocolate Baking Linda Collister 2003-01-01 These simple and tempting recipes are pure heaven for
the chocoholic. Choose from an enticing collection of cakes and biscuits such as Fudge Brownies,
delicious tarts and pies, and seductive puddings such as Rich Chocolate Souffle."
The Heart of the World Nik Cohn 2011-08-10 "The history of Broadway has been written before, but
never better....The verbal energy that pours off these pages is enough to transform the hell of...Times
Square into a rough-hewn heaven, neon lit and open all night....The only thing wrong with this book is it
isn't longer." —NEWSWEEK Nik Cohn ushers readers along the street he calls "The Heart of the
World." producing a book that is a resplendent pageant of New York's high-and low-life. Among the
characters we meet are a golden-tongued cab driver who calls himself a "collector of farces"; a
pickpocket with the terrifying gift of impersonating his marks; a heartbreakingly beautiful Dominican
tranvestite named Lush Life; strippers; pseudo-prophets; and a disgraced political veteran of the days
when the graft was still honest. Conducted by a writer with the manic energy of a sideshow barker and
the full-blooded lyricism of a raucous poet, this is a bebop odyssey along the Great White Way that
reaches in implication far beyond the streets of New York to document the ever-evolving mixtures that
make up America itself. "A lovely, bracing book, full to bursting with juicy, tasty, rancid life. While
making its bawdy way through crowded spaces ... it also travels through modern times ... wondrous."
—USA TODAY
The Last King(s) of Judah Shelley L. Birdsong 2017-02-17 La 4e de couverture porte : "Was there a
difference in the portrayal of King Zedekiah in the Hebrew and Greek versions of Jeremiah? Shelley L.
Birdsong analyses the two different depictions, highlights their unique characterizations and argues
that the cruel and manipulative king in the Greek is edited into a more compassionate king in the
Hebrew."
Tippi My Book of Africa Tippi Degré 2012-10-04 This book takes the reader on a delightful journey
into Africa and into the world of a little girl called Tippi who tells her unforgettable story on her return
from Africa to France at the age of ten. Tippi is no ordinary child. She believes that she has the gift of
talking to animals and that they are like brothers to her. Her world is filled with characters like Leon
the Chameleon, Abu the elephant whom she calls ‘my brother’, and leopards, snakes, baboons, lions and
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ostriches ... ‘I speak to them with my mind, or through my eyes, my heart or my soul, and I see that they
understand and answer me.’ My Book of Africa contains the words of a little girl who has the gift of
reaching out and touching the people and animals of Africa. It s beautifully illustrated with over 100
magical photographs taken by her parents, French filmmakers and photographers, Sylvie Robert and
Alain Degré.
Costa Rica Klaus Boll 1999 Fully colour-illustrated travel guides packed with information on the history
and culture of a destination.
Yahweh before Israel Daniel E. Fleming 2020-12-03 Provides a ground-breaking new interpretation
with which to consider and contextualize the name Yahweh before its relationship with Israel.
Biosorption for Wastewater Contaminants Pardeep Singh 2021-10-13 Pollution due to various
anthropogenic activities continues to increase. In terms of water pollutants, organic and inorganic
pollutants are the most problematic. Although several measures have been proposed and implemented
to prevent or reduce contamination, their increased concentration in water bodies has created serious
concerns. Over the years, the problem has been aggravated by industrialization, urbanization and the
exploitation of natural resources. The direct discharge of wastewater contaminants and their
geographical mobilization have caused an increase in concentration in ground, surface, fluvial and
residual waters. Extensive information about detection and disposal methods is needed in order to
develop technological solutions for a variety of environments, both urban and rural. This book provides
up-to-date information on wastewater contaminants, aimed at researchers, engineers and technologists
working in this field. Conventional physicochemical techniques used to remove contaminants from
wastewater include ion exchange, precipitation, degradation, coagulation, coating, membrane processes
and adsorption. However, these applications have technological and economic limitations, and involve
the release of large amounts of chemical reagents and by-products that are themselves difficult to
remove. Biosorption - the use of organically generated material as an adsorbent – is attracting new
research and scholarship. Thermally-treated calcined biomaterials may be treated to remove heavy
metals from wastewater. To ensure the elimination of these contaminants, existing solutions must be
integrated with intelligent biosorption functions. Biosorption for Wastewater Contaminants will find an
appreciative audience among academics and postgraduates working in the fields of environmental
biotechnology, environmental engineering, wastewater treatment technology and environmental
chemistry.
From Self to Self Leo Hartong 2005-09-18 A compilation of expressions, questions and answers that
came about in response to Leo's highly praised first book Awakening to the Dream. Leo writes with
characteristic insight and uses metaphor to illuminate the paradoxical and apparently confusing nature
of non-dual reality. His original writing is reinforced by a vast knowledge of non-duality in other
spiritual traditions and he weaves these together with his own direct path to present clear pointers to
contemporary seekers. An appropriately chosen quotation taken from various sources appears at the
end of each short chapter. Also included at the end of the book is the full text of the Hsin-hsin Ming by
the third Chan patriarch Seng-ts'an. “The words in this book repeatedly point to the essence which
knows the reading as it takes place. Rather than an encouragement to follow a lengthy path, it is an
invitation to step off the path. It does not point to 'your' awareness, but to Awareness itself in which the
idea of 'you' appears. It does not point to 'your' beingness, but to the undeniable Beingness that appears
as you.”
Oil Painting for Beginners Francisco Asensio Cerver 2008-02-01
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Experiments in Ethics Kwame Anthony Appiah 2010-03-30 In the past few decades, scientists of human
nature—including experimental and cognitive psychologists, neuroscientists, evolutionary theorists, and
behavioral economists—have explored the way we arrive at moral judgments. They have called into
question commonplaces about character and offered troubling explanations for various moral intuitions.
Research like this may help explain what, in fact, we do and feel. But can it tell us what we ought to do
or feel? In Experiments in Ethics, the philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah explores how the new
empirical moral psychology relates to the age-old project of philosophical ethics. Some moral theorists
hold that the realm of morality must be autonomous of the sciences; others maintain that science
undermines the authority of moral reasons. Appiah elaborates a vision of naturalism that resists both
temptations. He traces an intellectual genealogy of the burgeoning discipline of “experimental
philosophy,” provides a balanced, lucid account of the work being done in this controversial and
increasingly influential field, and offers a fresh way of thinking about ethics in the classical tradition.
Appiah urges that the relation between empirical research and morality, now so often antagonistic,
should be seen in terms of dialogue, not contest. And he shows how experimental philosophy, far from
being something new, is actually as old as philosophy itself. Beyond illuminating debates about the
connection between psychology and ethics, intuition and theory, his book helps us to rethink the very
nature of the philosophical enterprise.
The Cat in the Hat Beginner Book Dictionary P.D. Eastman 1964-08-12 A silly book with a serious
purpose—to help children recognize, remember, and really enjoy using a basic vocabulary of 1350
words. Written and illustrated by P. D. Eastman—with help from the Cat (Dr. Seuss)—this decades-old
dictionary pairs words with pictures that carry their meaning, making it simple enough even for
nonreaders to understand. A wacky cast of characters reappears throughout the book, making this
perhaps the only dictionary in the world that is actually fun to read!
Keynes and Modern Economics Ryuzo Kuroki 2012 Leading economists including Ed Nell and Heinz
Kurz have joined forces in this volume with internationally respected Japanese scholars to produce a
strong collection of contributions to the debate on Keynes' monumental legacy.
Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry Colleen Dorsey 2013-10-24 Are you ready to make the most
awesome, fun bracelets EVER? Then jump into Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry! With this new
book and your Rainbow Loom®, Cra-Z-LoomTM, or FunLoomTM, you can make all of the cool rubber
band accessories that are driving the hottest crafting craze in years. Enjoy hours of creative fun with
this ultimate guide to stretch band looms. Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry is packed with 12
original projects, more than 200 full-color photos, and dozens of clear, easy-to-follow loom diagrams.
Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry shows you everything you need to get the most out of your loom.
You’ll learn to create completely colorful and super stylish bracelets, earrings, belts, and more in just
minutes. Step out in style with the Hippie Belt, show off your skills with the Zipper Bracelet, and
embellish your journals, bags, and barrettes with Flower Charms. The possibilities are endless!
Khirbet Qeiyafa in the Shephelah Silvia Schroer 2017 Excavations at the early Iron age site of
Khirbet Qeiyafa (Israel), directed from 2007 to 2011 by Yosef Garfinkel and Saar Ganor under the
auspices of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the Israel Antiquities Authority, have attracted
considerable scholarly and media attention since the very first season, when the discovery of an
inscribed ostracon sparked controversies over the site's historical significance and nature. Located at
the entrance of the Elah Valley, protected by a casemate wall and two monumental gateways, the
settlement of Qeiyafa existed for barely half a century. Its dating and the correlation of the
archaeological evidence with the regional history, not least the rise of an early Judahite monarchy, have
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become matters of intense academic debate. Resulting from a colloquium of the Swiss Society of
Ancient Near Eastern Studies, this volume offers a condensed report by main excavator Yosef Garfinkel
as well as several in-depth studies on archaeological, historical, epigraphical, iconographical and
biblical issues.
Katmere Academy: An Insider’s Guide Tracy Wolff 2021-11-23 Get an exclusive peek inside the
global sensation and international bestselling Crave series from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Tracy Wolff—with new revelations and shocking secrets never before revealed! Always wanted to be a
student at the boarding school with bite? The Katmere Academy Insider’s Guide will transport you.
Explore everything Katmere has to offer and get lost within its walls with exclusive bonus content
available for the very first time. Katmere Insiders will be able to dig deeper with full character
bios—from Grace, the Vega brothers, Macy, and Flint to fan favorites like Eden, Remy, and even Byron.
Get to know the staff, learn the history of some of the most unique and exciting traditions at Katmere,
and discover which Court you would belong to. And, of course, enjoy numerous deleted scenes and
outrageous outtakes from your favorite characters’ POVs, giving readers insights into Crave series lore
not found anywhere else. Bonus features include a never-before-seen Q&A with Tracy Wolff, where she
reveals insider information about the series fans won’t want to miss, as well as a brand-new novella
from Hudson’s POV! Don’t miss a single book in the series that spawned a phenomenon! The Crave
series is best enjoyed in order: Crave Crush Covet Court Charm Cherish
Advanced Photoshop Elements for Digital Photographers Philip Andrews 2004-02-20 From the
best-selling author, Philip Andrews even more professional Elements techniques!
The Jewish White Slave Trade and the Untold Story of Raquel Liberman Nora Glickman
2012-10-12 Describes the prostitution industry form Poland to Argentina from the 1880s to the 1930s.
The text follows the life and career of Raquel Liberman, a Polish Jewish prostitute and victim of the
white slave trade.
Zen and the Art of Murder Oliver Bottini 2019-11-13 Winner of the German Crime Fiction Award Louise
Boni drinks too much. The maverick inspector in Germany's Black Forest police squad is haunted by the
mistakes she's made and the people she's lost. While she's dreading the approach of another lonely
winter weekend, a call from her supervisor draws her into the most bizarre case of her career. A badly
beaten Japanese monk is roaming the snowy Freiburg region with little more than sandals and a
begging bowl, and the frightened holy man appears to be fleeing an unseen danger. Now Boni must
battle both skeptical police authorities and her personal demons as her investigation reveals a hidden
crime ring as well as a spiritual opportunity to transform her life. The first book in the Black Forest
Investigation series, Zen and the Art of Murder is "a surprising and genuinely shocking case." — The
Sunday Times (U.K.)
Deserves To Die Lisa Jackson 2013-06-24 A woman on the run is a Montana serial killer’s ultimate
target in this psychological thriller by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. In Grizzly Falls,
Montana, Detectives Selena Alvarez and Regan Pescoli are struggling with a new acting commander
while Sheriff Dan Grayson is in a coma after being shot. It's the worst possible time for a homicide. A
woman’s body has been found, frozen and missing a finger. Alvarez hopes this was an isolated case of a
murderer with a personal grudge. But then a second body turns up. . . Meanwhile, Anne-Marie
Calderone has just arrived in town hoping Sheriff Grayson could help her escape a dangerous stalker.
But now Grizzly Falls is starting to feel like a trap. As clues begin pointing toward a homicide suspect,
Alvarez senses there's more to this case than others want to believe. A killer has made his way to
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Grizzly Falls, ready to fulfill a vengeance years in the making. Alvarez and Pescoli must find the target
of his wrath—or die trying.
Native American Astrology Winfried Noe 2006 Through the wisdom of American tribal cultures, meet
Mother Earth and Father Heaven, Grandfather Sun and Grandmother Moon, and discover an insightful
but little-known source of personal guidance and healing power. Find your Totem, or birth sign, named
after one of twelve animal creatures whose spirits inhabit the earth. Then determine the Element that
most influences your personality—Earth, Air, Fire, or Water—and how to live in harmony with its
energies. Next, discover your Element-Clan, animal totems that are a part of your Elemental family, and
the special powers they give you. Finally, explore the Four Winds, the seasons they influence, and the
gifts they bestow. In simple, beautiful descriptions and images, you'll see how these energies affect your
loves, vocation, and destiny.
Easy Baking Linda Collister 2008-10-01 Linda Collister, the doyenne of baking, brings you a collection
of simple but mouthwatering recipes--from flavored breads to chocolate cookies. Beginning with
Chocolate Baking, she offers her best ideas for cakes, tarts, cookies, and desserts. Sweet Tarts and Pies-from classics such as Apple and Berry Deep Dish Pie to French suggestions like Creme Brulée Tart--are
simply irresistible. Cookies, and Biscotti are easy to bake and taste heavenly; try old-fashioned Ginger
Snaps or Maple Syrup Pecan Bars. Flavored Breads has simple recipes to help you bake your own
delicious loaves, such as Focaccia with Rosemary and Sea Salt and Easy Cheese Brioche. *With more
than 120 easy to follow recipes that give perfect results, "Easy Baking" is ideal for the beginner baker
and full of inspiration for the experienced cook. *More than 30,000 copies sold in hardcover. *Linda
Collister's name on a baking book guarantees high quality.
Watercolors for Beginners Francisco Asensio Cerver 2008-02-01
Energy Pardeep Singh 2021-09-06 Energy Global energy demand has more than doubled since 1970.
The use of energy is strongly related to almost every conceivable aspect of development: wealth, health,
nutrition, water, infrastructure, education and even life expectancy itself are strongly and significantly
related to the consumption of energy per capita. Many development indicators are strongly related to
per-capita energy consumption. Fossil fuel is the most conventional source of energy but also increases
greenhouse gas emissions. The economic development of many countries has come at the cost of the
environment. However, it should not be presumed that a reconciliation of the two is not possible. The
nexus concept is the interconnection between the resource energy, water, food, land, and climate. Such
interconnections enable us to address trade-offs and seek synergies among them. Energy, water, food,
land, and climate are essential resources of our natural environment and support our quality of life.
Competition between these resources is increasing globally and is exacerbated by climate change.
Improving resilience and securing resource availability would require improving resource efficiency.
Many policies and programs are announced nationally and internationally for replacing the conventional
mode and also emphasizing on conservation of fossil fuels and reuse of exhausted energy, so a gap in
implications and outcomes can be broadly traced by comparing the data. This book aims to highlight
problems and solutions related to conventional energy utilization, formation, and multitudes of
ecological impacts and tools for the conservation of fossil fuels. The book also discusses modern energy
services as one of the sustainable development goals and how the pressure on resource energy disturbs
the natural flows. The recent advances in alternative energy sources and their possible future growth
are discussed and on how conventional energy leads to greenhouse gas formation, which reduces
energy use efficiency. The different policies and models operating is also addressed, and the gaps that
remained between them. Climate change poses a challenge for renewable energy, and thus it is
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essential to identify the factors that would reduce the possibility of relying on sustainable energy
sources. This book will be of interest to researchers and stakeholders, students, industries, NGOs, and
governmental agencies directly or indirectly associated with energy research.
Marc Chagall Jacob Baal-Teshuva 2008 Marc Chagall was a painter, poet and dreamer as well as being
an outsider and artistic eccentric. His work fuses the opposing worlds of dreams and reality. This
volume presents an overview of his body of work.
The Runaway Train Benedict Blathwayt 2007-01-04 Chuff-chuff, chuffity chuff, whoo...oo...oo! The Little
Red Train has set off down the track without sleepy-head Duffy Driver! Poor Duffy tries everything to
catch up - he hitches a lift on a lorry, clambers aboard a motor boat, grabs the chance to ride a tractor
and finally makes a heroic leap from a speeding helicopter! At last Duffy is safely back in the driver's
cab, just in time for the Little Red Train to pull into the station at Sandy-on-Sea for a lovely, LAZY
afternoon. PHEW!
Gardening Log Book Gardening Plants Gardening Plants Lover 2021-01-27 This Gardening journal is
perfect for those who want to write down their everyday goals or writers, students, poets, musicians,
note-takers, journalists, etc. This Garden notebook is the great gift for Gardener or any plants lovers. 6
x 9 in (15.24 x 22.86 cm) 110 pages.
Reforming Institutions in Water Resource Management Lin Crase 2009 As water scarcities
increase, nations throughout the world are in search of better institutions to manage water resources.
India has been making substantial efforts to develop its water management systems since independence
and significant increases in irrigated agriculture have taken place through both public and private
initiatives. However, scarcities are increasing and major problems presently confront the management
of water resources and irrigated agriculture. Resolving these problems is crucial for the future. The
main purpose of this book is to provide a new approach for the analysis and design of water institutions
that govern the use and development of water resources, particularly for agriculture which is the
largest user. Drawing on the theory of New Institutional Economics and comparisons with Australia (as
a developed country) and other less developed nations in Africa and Asia, the authors present original
empirical data from three Indian states. Detailed analysis of these data is used to identify and
recommend attributes and features of water management institutions that are conducive to effective
resource management, its long-term success, and its best contribution to development.
Scripture and Interpretation Ariel Feldman 2014-11-10 The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls more
than sixty years ago has revealed a wealth of literary compositions which rework the Hebrew Bible in
various ways. This genre seems to have been a popular literary form in ancient Judaism literature.
However, the Qumran texts of this type are particularly interesting for they offer for the first time a
large sample of such compositions in their original languages, Hebrew and Aramaic. Since the rewritten
Bible texts do not use the particular style and nomenclature specific to the literature produced by the
Qumran community. Many of these texts are unknown from any other sources, and have been published
only during the last two decades. They therefore became the object of intense scholarly study. However,
most the attention has been directed to the longer specimens, such as the Hebrew Book of Jubilees and
the Aramaic Genesis Apocryphon. The present volume addresses the less known and poorly studied
pieces, a group of eleven small Hebrew texts that rework the Hebrew Bible. It provides fresh editions,
translations and detailed commentaries for each one. The volume thus places these texts within the
larger context of the Qumran library, aiming at completing the data about the rewritten Bible.
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Denying Her Voice: The Figure of Miriam in Ancient Jewish Literature Hanna K. Tervanotko 2016-09-12
Hanna Tervanotko first analyzes the treatment and development of Miriam as a literary character in
ancient Jewish texts, taking into account all the references to this figure preserved in ancient Jewish
literature from the exilic period to the early second century C.E.: Exodus 15:20-21; Deuteronomy
24:8-9; Numbers 12:1-15; 20:1; 26:59; 1 Chronicles 5:29; Micah 6:4, the Septuagint, the Dead Sea
Scrolls (4Q365 6 II, 1-7; 4Q377 2 I, 9; 4Q543 1 I, 6 = 4Q545 1 I, 5; 4Q546 12, 4; 4Q547 4 I, 10; 4Q549
2, 8), Jubilees 47:4; Ezekiel the Tragedian 18; Demetrius Chronographer frag. 3; texts by Philo of
Alexandria: De vita contemplativa 87; Legum allegoriae 1.76; 2.66-67; 3.103; De agricultura 80-81;
Liber antiquitatum biblicarum 9:10; 20:8, and finally texts by Josephus: Antiquitates judaicae 2.221;
3.54; 3.105; 4.78. These texts demonstrate that the picture of Miriam preserved in the ancient Jewish
texts is richer than the Hebrew Bible suggests. The results provide a contradictory image of Miriam. On
the one hand she becomes a tool of Levitical politics, whereas on the other she continues to enjoy a
freer role. People continued to interpret earlier literary traditions in light of new situations, and
interpretations varied in different contexts. Second, in light of poststructuralist literary studies that
treat texts as reflections of specific social situations, Tervanotko argues that the treatment of Miriam in
ancient Jewish literature reflects mostly a reality in which women had little space as active agents.
Despite the general tendency to allow women only little room, the references to Miriam suggest that at
least some prominent women may have enjoyed occasional freedom.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Pinterest Marketing Christine Martinez 2014-05-14 Packed with
tons of tips for boosting your brand's exposure, this helpful guide gives you a sure path from start to
Pinterest marketing success.
The Good Life in a Technological Age Philip Brey 2012 Modern technology has changed the way we live,
work, play, communicate, fight, love, and die. Yet few works have systematically explored these changes
in light of their implications for individual and social welfare. How can we conceptualize and evaluate
the influence of technology on human well-being? Bringing together scholars from a cross-section of
disciplines, this volume combines an empirical investigation of technology and its social, psychological,
and political effects, and a philosophical analysis and evaluation of the implications of such effects.
The True Drama of the Gifted Child Martin Miller 2018-04-13 The ,,true" Drama of the Gifted Child is a
biography of the famous childhood researcher Alice Miller. As her son and as an experienced
psychotherapist I discovered the secret who Alice Miller really was. My mother always cared that
nothing of her private life got public. She created a fictional character in her books and in mine she gets
a real person, a man of flesh and blood.It's also my history because I describe, how it is when you are
faced, as a child and in second generation, with the not coped post-war trauma of your parents.Alice
Miller created a mother image in her books she never complied. My book shows what happens when
you do not overcome your traumas and you pass them on the next generation. The book is also a
concrete application of Alice Miller's theory. It shows how you can overcome the terrible legacy of your
parents in a therapeutical way.I can release myself of the filial involvement with my parents by having
elaborated my own biography.
Luther’s Theology of Music Miikka E. Anttila 2013-08-29 The sweetness of music is something that has
puzzled Christian theologians for centuries. In this study, Luther’s theology of music is approached from
the point of view of pleasure. It examines the significance of joy, beauty and pleasure in relationship
with music and Luther’s theology. The notion of music as the supreme gift of God requires also a
discussion about the idea of ‘gift’. Music opens up new perspectives into Luther’s thinking. Luther has
seldom been reckoned among aesthetic theologians. Nevertheless, Luther has a peculiar view on
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beauty, understanding faith as a kind of aesthetic contemplation.
Edward the Conqueror and Other Stories Roald Dahl 1996-08 SW: Fremdsprachige Texte / Englisch.
Essential Asian Cookbook Jane Bowring 2004
The Colour Scheme Sourcebook Anna Starmer 2005 How do you combine colours without them
clashing? How do you know which colours will complement each other for a subdued effect, and which
will give a more energised feel? This inspirational handbook contains over 200 colour scheme ideas for
interior designers and home decorators. Discover how colour can be used to create ambience, or to give
the illusion of space, depth, warmth and light. Divided into the major colour groups, each section
explores a range of hues, from primary brights to the palest of pastels, presenting failsafe palettes for
refreshingly original interior schemes.
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